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Construction of Collagen Scaffolds That Mimic

the Three-Dimensional Architecture of Specific Tissues

KAEUIS A. FARAJ, Ph.D.,1,2 TOIN H. VAN KUPPEVELT, Ph.D.,1

and WILLEKE F. DAAMEN, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

Every tissue and organ has its own 3-dimensional (3D) extracellular matrix (ECM) organization. Cells in a
3D bioscaffold for tissue engineering typically align new ECM components according to the bioscaffold
provided. Therefore, scaffolds with a specific 3D structural design resembling the actual ECM of a par-
ticular tissue may have great potential in tissue engineering. Here, we show that, using specific freezing
regimes, 3D scaffolds that mimic the 3D architecture of specific tissues can be made from collagen. Three
examples are given, namely, scaffolds resembling the cup-shaped parenchymal (alveolar) architecture of
lung, scaffolds that mimic the parallel collagen organization of tendon, and scaffolds that mimic the 3D
organization of skin. For the preparation of these tissue-specific scaffolds, we relied on simple techniques
without the need for expensive or customized equipment. Freezing rate, type of suspension medium, and
additives (e.g., ethanol) were found to be prime parameters in controlling scaffold morphology.

INTRODUCTION

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX (ECM),

which comprises many different molecules, including

proteins and proteoglycans, principally provides the basic

architecture of a tissue. The body uses one group of pro-

teins, the collagens and in particular type I collagen, as the

main scaffold material. Collagens are the most ubiqui-

tous and abundant components in mammals and provide

strength and structural integrity to all organs, including

skin, tendon, and bone.

Type I collagen has been used as a biomaterial in a variety

of applications because of a number of useful properties,

including low antigenicity and appropriate mechanical char-

acteristics. Concerns such as mechanical properties and bio-

chemical characteristics are usually well addressed in the

field of (collagen) scaffolding.1–5 However, one concern is

frequently overlooked: the 3-dimensional (3D) structural

design. The orientation of collagen fibers and fibrils is of

crucial importance for the functioning of organs and tissues

and plays a decisive role in their biomechanical properties.6

For instance, in tendon collagen, fibrils are ordered in a highly

parallel alignment, thus providing great tensile strength. In

skin, the collagen fibrils are oriented in a wavy, meandering

way, thus allowing the skin to stretch but preventing over-

stretching. In the lung, collagen fibrils form a delicate, cup-

like matrix, giving lung alveoli their shape and sustaining the

process of gas exchange.

We have previously shown that cells in a 3D bioscaffold

typically synthesize their new ECM molecules following

the presented scaffold (Fig. 1).7,8 Also, scaffold heteroge-

neity can affect the ability of the cells to produce a uniform

ECM distribution.9 The methodologies currently available

to shape scaffolds prepared from natural proteins, including

collagen, are limited. A number of techniques, such as heat-

ing and the use of harsh chemicals, frequently applied in the

construction of scaffolds from synthetic polymers, are not

applicable to proteins because they would denature them and
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destroy their biological properties.10,11 Milder techniques

are required. The objective of this study is to influence the

structural design of collagen scaffolds prepared using lyoph-

ilization techniques to obtain scaffolds resembling the 3D

organization of the ECM in vivo. Experimental variables are

freezing temperature, type of suspension medium, and addi-

tives (e.g., ethanol). Focus tissues are lung, tendon, and skin.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Analysis of the ECM architecture in situ

The ECM of a 50-mg bovine tendon piece was extracted

at 228C using 3 extractions with 2mL of 2.5-M sodium hy-

droxide for 2 h each, followed by 3 washings with demi-

neralizedwater, 1 extractionwith 2mL of 1% aqueous tannic

acid for 3 h, and 6 washings with demineralized water, for

16 h in total.12,13 The preparations were fixed in 1% (w/v)

osmium tetroxide in demineralized water for 3 h, dehydrated

in an ascending series of acetone in water solutions, criti-

cal point dried in a Polaron E3000 apparatus (Quorum

Technologies, Newhaven, UK) using liquid carbon dioxide

(CO2), and studied using scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). For human lung and human skin, data were taken

from literature.14–16

Preparation of insoluble type I collagen

Bovine Achilles tendons were defatted, freed from adher-

ing non-collagenous material, and frozen in liquid nitrogen

(–1968C). The frozen tendon pieces were pulverized using

a universal cutting mill (Pulverisette19, Fritsch GmbH, Idar-

Oberstein,Germany) and sieved through a 0.5-mmsievewith

continuous cooling using liquid nitrogen. Insoluble type I

collagen (containing its telopeptides) was isolated from the

pulverized material using salt solutions (0.1-M and 1.0-M

sodium chloride in demineralized water), diluted acetic acid

with and without 4-M urea, and acetone, as previously de-

scribed.17 All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water

from aBiocel A10 gradeMilliQ system (Millipore, Billerica,

MA). Finally, the purified collagen was lyophilized in a

Sublimator 500 II freeze dryer (Zirbus Technology, Bad

Grund, Germany).

Preparation of collagen scaffolds

A collagen suspension was prepared by incubation of

0.9% purified insoluble type I collagen in 0.25-M acetic acid

(pH 2.75) at 48C for 16 h.3,18 The suspension was homoge-

nized on ice using a Teflon glass Potter-Elvehjem homoge-

nizer (Louwers Glass and Ceramic Technologies, Hapert, The

Netherlands) with an intervening space of 0.35mm, and

entrapped air bubbles were removed using centrifugation at

525 g for 5min at 48C. Finally, 4mL of the collagen sus-

pension was poured into 1 well of a 6-well suspension culture

plate (Greiner Cellstar, Frickenhausen, Germany), frozen,

and lyophilized. For all parameters, 3 individual scaffolds

were analyzed. The final diameter of the scaffold was 35mm,

with 4mm thickness.

Influence of freezing temperature and solute

To study how the freezing temperature influences scaffold

formation, the collagen suspension was frozen at different

temperatures: –208C (–208C freezer), –808C (a mixture of

dry CO2 ice and ethanol), and –1968C (liquid nitrogen). To

calculate average pore sizes, the pore size was measured

manually from SEM images in 2 directions perpendicular to

each other. Per scaffold site, the mean pore size of 100 pores

of 3 individually prepared scaffolds was determined.

To study how diluted acetic acid influences scaffold for-

mation, the collagen suspension was prepared in 0.25-M

acetic acid and in pure water and frozen at –208C (–208C
freezer). Ethanol lowers the freezing point of the suspension

medium and therefore influences scaffold structure. The ef-

fect of ethanol addition was studied by preparing a collagen

suspension in water or 0.25-M acetic acid with and without

2.8% (wt/wt) ethanol, homogenizing, de-aerating, and freez-

ing at –808C using a mixture of dry CO2 ice and ethanol and

lyophilizing.

Preparation of lung scaffold

The principal function of the lung is to exchange gases

between the blood and air, a process that is mainly carried

out at the alveoli. The architecture of the alveoli comprises

thin alveolar walls that enclose rounded air-filled pores.19 A

scaffold resembling the alveolar structures of the lung should

therefore contain rounded pores separated by thin walls. To

prepare a scaffold mimicking the ECMmorphology of lung,

the collagen suspension in 0.25-M acetic acid was slowly

frozen in a –208C freezer before lyophilization.

FIG. 1. Alignment of newly formed extracellular matrix com-

ponents. Newly formed collagen fibers generally align in the same

direction as the provided collagen scaffold. In the example given

here, a collagen scaffold was subcutaneously implanted in an adult

Wistar rat and retrieved after 28 days; methacrylate sections were

toluidine blue stained.7 Black arrows indicate the provided colla-

gen scaffold; white arrows indicate newly formed collagen fibers.
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Preparation of tendon scaffold

Tendon connects muscle to bone and consists of longitu-

dinally oriented collagen fibers, aligned in a parallel mode, of

several cm in length containing specialized fibroblasts.20 To

prepare a scaffold resembling the ECM structure in tendons,

liquid propane, a faster freezing agent than liquid nitrogen,

was used. The collagen suspension in 0.25-M acetic acid

was extruded through a 21-gauge syringe directly into liquid

nitrogen–cooled propane, left to solidify, and lyophilized.

Preparation of skin scaffold

The skin is basically composed of 2 layers: the epidermis

(containing the keratinocytes), resting on a thin, dense matrix

(the basement membrane), and the dermis, which is largely

made up of ECM components, notably type I collagen in a

wavy, meandering organization.19 To obtain a matrix resem-

bling the skin, including a dense, closed surface, a collagen

suspension in water containing 2.8% (wt/wt) ethanol was fro-

zen at –808C (in a mixture of dry CO2 ice and ethanol).

Analysis of isolated collagen fibrils

Transmission electron microscopy. Collagen fibrils were

swollen in 0.25-M acetic acid for 16 h at 48C, placed on a

formvar-coated grid for 30min, and washed with 0.1-M

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The air-dried specimen was

stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate and examined in

a JEOL 1010 electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

Scanning electron microscopy. Collagen fibrils were

studied with a Philips XL30 ESEM FEG apparatus (Philips,

Eindhoven, The Netherlands) at an accelerating voltage of

10 kV.

Analysis of collagen scaffolds

Specimen preparation. To explore the architectural struc-

ture of the scaffolds, different sites were examined, repre-

senting the top, the pan side, and the cross-section. The top

is the surface in contact with air during freezing (collagen

suspension/air interface). The pan side is the bottom, where

the cast is in contact with the cooling medium. The cross-

section is taken perpendicular to the top of the scaffold.

Scanning electron microscopy. Lyophilized collagen scaf-

folds were mounted on stubs and sputtered with an ultrathin

layer of gold in a Polaron E5100 Coating System (Quorum

Technologies). Collagen scaffolds were studied with a JEOL

JSM-6310 SEM at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV.

RESULTS

Collagen fibrils

The purification procedure of the collagen fibrils did not

influence their native constitution, as indicated by SEM and

TEM analysis of individual collagen fibrils (Fig. 2). All

collagen fibrils displayed the characteristic banding pattern.

Collagen scaffolds

Influence of freezing temperature and solute. When an

acidic collagen suspension is frozen, ice crystals are formed

that are removed during lyophilization, resulting in porous

scaffolds. Because the pore structure after drying is a replica

of the ice crystal morphology after freezing, the freezing

regime is a way to influence scaffold morphology, as was

explored here using SEM examination. The freezing con-

ditions greatly influence the pore size, as shown in Table 1.

It takes 40 to 45min, 12 to 15min, and 45 to 90 s to freeze

the collagen suspension completely at �208C, �808C, and
�1968C, respectively. The use of a slow freezing process in

a �208C freezer resulted in larger pore sizes (*89 mm in

cross-section) than fast freezing using a mixture of dry ice

and ethanol (�808C; *42 mm in cross-section), and the

most rapid freezing procedure, using liquid nitrogen, lead to

the smallest pores (�1968C; *24 mm in cross-section). At

�208C, rounded pores were found throughout the scaffold:

at the top and pan side as well as the cross-section (Fig. 3A,

FIG. 2. Conformation of isolated collagen fibrils. Scanning (A)

and transmission electron microscopy (B) reveal that the isolated

collagen fibrils retained their original striated pattern. Bar is 1mm
in A and 0.5 mm in B.
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D, G). The pore size of the pan side is larger than the pore

size of the top, probably because of the insulating properties

of the polystyrene holder used. At �808C, cross-section
images of scaffolds showed a regular pore structure with

parallel lamellae connected by thin collagen struts. Freezing

in liquid nitrogen prevents the formation of large ice crystals

and thus leads to the formation of a spongeous microstruc-

ture with distinct regions: the pan side with small round

pores (Fig. 3F), the top with larger round pores (Fig. 3C), and

the cross-section with plate-like structures connected to each

other with fine fibril bridges (Fig. 3I). At �1968C, more

separate collagen struts connecting the lamellae were found

than at �808C (see inserts in Fig. 3H and 3I).

When keeping the freezing conditions the same, the mor-

phology of a scaffold from a collagen suspension in water

displayed more thin thread-like structures than a scaffold

from a collagen suspension in diluted acetic acid. The walls

of the pores and lamellae were more compact and smoother

in the diluted acetic acid scaffold, especially in the top view

(Fig. 4). The influence of the addition of ethanol will be

described under the ‘‘Skin scaffold’’ section.

Lung scaffold. The structure of human adult lung clearly

shows the thin alveolar walls surrounding the rounded air

spaces, forming cup-shaped structures (Fig. 5A, B).

Collagen scaffolds produced using lyophilization after

slow freezing in a �208C freezer revealed a homogenous

porous structure in cross- and longitudinal sections, contain-

ing rounded pores of similar size as observed in humans

(Fig. 5C, D). In all directions, homogeneous and intercon-

nected rounded pores are present, closely resembling the

ECM architecture of lung.

Tendon scaffold. The ECM of bovine tendon clearly

shows the longitudinally oriented, closely packed collagen

fibers and fibrils (Fig. 6A, B).

When a collagen suspension was dropped into propane

cooled with liquid nitrogen, the suspension froze during fall-

ing. A rod-shaped tail was formed, composed of a bundle of

parallel fibers. This alignment was visible throughout the

whole structure (Fig. 6C,D). Similar structureswere obtained

when a collagen droplet was let down into liquid nitrogen

but with less longitudinal orientation, thicker collagen bun-

dles, and a wider distance between the fibers (Fig. 6E, F).

Skin scaffold. SEM micrographs of human dermis show

the thickmeandering collagen fibers (Fig. 7A). The boundary

TABLE 1. PORE SIZES OF AIR SIDE, PAN SIDE AND CROSS

SECTION IN SCAFFOLDS FROZEN AT THREE TEMPERATURES

Freezing at:

Scaffold section: �208C �808C �1968C

Top side 100� 8mm 57� 21 mm 31� 2mm
Pan side* 123� 21mm 29� 3mm 5� 1 mm
Cross section 89� 24mm 42� 6mm 24� 4 mm

*The pores at the pan side are difficult to assign, because they contain

many collagen struts present within the pores, especially at �1968C and

�808C.
Values are mean�SD of three individually prepared scaffolds, 100

pores were measured per site.

FIG. 3. Influence of freezing regime on scaffold morphology. Scanning electron micrographs of lyophilized collagen suspension in

0.25-M acetic acid frozen at �208C (A, D, G), �808C (B, E, H), and �1968C (C, F, I) showing top (A–C), pan side (D–F), and cross-

section (G–I). Bars represent 100 mm, except for inserts in H and I (20mm).
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between the epidermis and the dermis consists of a dense

collagenous layer. Therefore, we aimed to prepare a colla-

gen scaffold with a closed surface.

Addition of ethanol to a collagen suspension in water re-

sulted in a dense, closed surface, whereas the underlying

scaffold structure showed more lamellar structures than with-

out ethanol addition, resembling the structure of the dermis
FIG. 4. Influence of diluted acetic acid on scaffold morphology.

Scanning electron micrographs of the top of scaffolds prepared

from a collagen suspension in 0.25-M acetic acid (A) and water

(B) frozen at �208C. With water, more thread-like structures are

found. Bar represents 100 mm.

FIG. 5. SEM micrographs of the structure of human lung (A, B)

and collagen scaffolds produced by freezing a collagen suspension

in 0.25M acetic acid in a �208C freezer followed by lyophilizing

(cross sections) (C, D). Note the resemblance between human lung

and the collagen scaffold. A reproduced fromWagner & Hossler14;

B from Zeltner & Burri15. a: alveoli; bar is 100mm.

FIG. 6. Scanning electronmicrographs of the extracellularmatrix

structure isolated from bovine tendon (A, B) and collagen scaffolds

produced by dropping a collagen suspension in 0.25-M acetic acid

into liquid nitrogen–cooled propane (C–E) or liquid nitrogen (F).

Tendon and the collagen scaffold have similar aligned collagen

fibrils. Bar is 50mm in A, C; 5mm in B, D, and 10mm in E, F.

FIG. 7. Scanning electron micrographs of the structure of human

adult dermis (A) and collagen scaffolds produced by freezing a

collagen suspension in water in a �808C bath followed by lyoph-

ilizing with (B, D) and without (C) 2.8% (wt/wt) ethanol in the

collagen suspension. Addition of ethanol results in a porous scaf-

fold with a dense air surface, resembling the epidermis and dermis

structure. A reproduced from Royce and Steinman.16 B shows the

cross-section (100-mm bar); C and D are top views (10-mm bar).
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and epidermis. Similar results were obtained when a collagen

suspension was prepared in 0.25-M acetic acid containing

2.8% ethanol; the air surface collapsed, resulting in a dense

surface with hardly any pores, but the porous inner structure

of collagen scaffold was retained (results not shown).

DISCUSSION

When preparing scaffolds by freezing followed by lyoph-

ilization, the pore structure after drying is a replica of the ice

crystal morphology after freezing. Therefore, the structure

of the scaffold can be controlled directly using the employed

freezing process and the heat transfer processes associated

with it.9,21 Differences in heat transfer rates during the freez-

ing process of the collagen suspension have a great effect on

the microstructure of the fabricated scaffolds. If the cooling

rate is fast enough to extract all the crystallization heat (e.g.,

liquid nitrogen–cooled propane), crystallization starts simul-

taneously in the entire collagen suspension, resulting in the

formation of many small ice crystals and thus small pores.

If the cooling rate is not rapid enough (e.g., when using a

�208C freezer), ice crystal formation is slower, allowing the

growth of larger ice crystals.22,23 Large interconnected pores

were also seen when sodium alginate in water and poly(g-
benzyl-L-glutamate) in pure dioxane (both rod-like poly-

mers in solution) were frozen at a slow cooling rate (e.g.,

�208C), as the result of random solvent crystallization.23,24

The surrounding medium has roughly the same temperature,

and ice crystals will grow at the same rate in all directions,

thus forming rounded pores. Freezing at a moderate cooling

rate (e.g., �808C) resulted in a sheet-like morphology

showing a lamella structure connected by single, thin colla-

gen struts. The temperature at the pan side is lower than at

the top, resulting in directed (anisotropic) ice crystal growth

(from the pan side to the top), hence forming lamellar

structures. Freezing at a fast cooling rate (e.g., liquid nitro-

gen) results in an evenmore anisotropic ladder-like structure,

in which the long axes of the ladders are parallel to the

cooling direction, because the viscous collagen phase cannot

be expelled fast enough as the ice crystals grow in size. This

results in thinner ice crystals and consequently a smaller

distance between lamellae. Freezing in liquid nitrogen–

cooled propane is even faster, thus resulting in smaller dis-

tances between the collagen fibers (e.g., in tendon scaffolds,

Fig. 6E, F). Quench freezing (fast freezing; e.g., �80 or

�1968C) also results in multiple nucleation sites for ice

crystal formation due to space- and time-variable heat trans-

fer through the suspension, explaining the areas of oriented

ice crystal growth (e.g., Fig. 3H, I).9

In addition to freezing techniques, molding technology

can be adopted to obtain the correct degree of anisotropy in

the scaffolds. Collagen suspensions prepared as in this study

are suitable to be shaped using a well-defined mold, thus

providing the correct macroscopic and microscopic shape

essential for tissue organization. In addition, industrial pro-

cesses such as the BioAssembly Tool may be employed for

this purpose.25

Scaffolds prepared from a collagen suspension in demi-

neralized water demonstrated thin, randomly organized col-

lagen fibrils in contrast to scaffolds prepared from a collagen

suspension in aqueous acetic acid, which showed denser

structures, probably because collagen swells under acidic

conditions. Ethanol addition to a collagen suspension in

water resulted in a fully closed surface with a porous scaf-

fold underneath but without the characteristic thread-like

structure as observed in water alone. Schoof et al.21 do not

mention a non-porous surface with a suspension of collagen

in aqueous ethanol.

Differences in 3D organization of a biomaterial, like pore

size and porosity, have been shown to influence cellular

behavior. Typical pore sizes are in the range of 100 to

200 mm, whereas typical porosities are in the range of 90% to

99%.26 Published data on the pore sizes of lyophilized col-

lagen scaffolds are consistent with our data. Differences that

are found are likely to contribute to differences in freezing

protocol and concentration of the materials.27 For example,

O’Brien et al. found a larger mean cross-sectional pore size

when a collagen suspension was frozen at –208C (121 mm vs

89 mm) at a lower concentration.28

The mechanical properties of these scaffolds are weaker

than of the original tissue. The tensile strength of tendon is

approximately 50 to 100Mpa;29,30 of skin, approximately

20Mpa;31 and of lung, only 1 to 2Mpa.32,33 The tensile

strength of a non-cross-linked scaffold frozen at �808C
is approximately 100 kPa but can be improved to approxi-

mately 700 kPa using chemical cross-linking using 1-ethyl-

3-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl) carbodiimide/N-hydroxysucc

inimide,3,17 whereas mechanical properties of collagen gels

are inferior to these scaffolds (i.e., 5 kPa).34 Chemical cross-

linking also decreased the susceptibility of the scaffolds to

enzymatic digestion in vitro and reduced the in vivo degra-

dation rate after subcutaneous implantation in adult Wistar

rats (non-crosslinked scaffolds 2–3 weeks, crosslinked

scaffolds 10–12 weeks).8,17 When cells add new ECM to the

scaffold after implantation, mechanical properties will most

likely improve because of the correct alignment of these col-

lagen fibers, resulting in values similar to those of native

tissue. For example, increased fibrillar alignment led to in-

creased interactions between fibrils and thus improved ten-

sile strength.35

The 3D architecture of the scaffold is of great importance

for the behavior of cells. Cells behave differently in a 3D

environment than in a 2-dimensional structure.36–39 In lung,

the main characteristics are the thin alveolar walls encom-

passing cup-shaped pores, similar to our lung scaffold. Chen

et al.40 recently showed that fetal rat lung cells grown in

a collagen–glycosaminoglycan scaffold were capable of

forming and maintaining alveolar-like structures. A scaffold

that already resembles the alveolar structure of the lung may

improve this kind of culturing experiments. In tendon,
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alignment of the collagen bundles is the most important

characteristic. Fibroblasts align to synthesize an aligned

ECM.41 Fibroblasts grown in the tendon scaffold will also

align and produce new ECM in the same direction. In skin, a

closed surface permits water retention to reduce dehydration

and infection and allows the overgrowth of keratinocytes.

We have previously seen that keratinocytes cultured on

porous scaffolds tend to infiltrate these scaffolds, instead of

being present as flat layers at the top. Our skin scaffold

contains thinner collagen fibers and is more porous than the

adult situation, but this gives fibroblasts the space to remodel

the scaffold and synthesize thicker collagen bundles.

For the preparation of these tissue-specific scaffolds, we

rely on simple techniques without the need for expensive

and customized equipment, hence allowing a methodology

that can be used in every laboratory. Previously, we have

shown that it is possible to influence several biochemical and

biomechanical parameters of molecularly defined scaffolds

composed of collagen, elastin, glycosaminoglycans (includ-

ing heparin, heparan sulfate, chondroitin sulfate, and der-

matan sulfate), and growth factors (e.g., fibroblast growth

factor 2 and vascular endothelial growth factor).3,17,42 The

preparation of biochemically and morphologically defined

scaffolds may contribute to a rational design of scaffolds for

tissue engineering.
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